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A key advantage for parties in a private equity investment is an understanding of what the other
parties are looking for or need. Our recent European Healthcare Private Equity Leadership Forum
brought together industry leaders to share the challenges and opportunities faced by companies
and investors to enable both sides to become more attractive business partners.
Increasing protectionism has had a significant impact on overseas investors, as demonstrated
by the recent expansion of the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States to include
certain foreign noncontrolling investments and real estate transactions. Conversely, early-stage
investments in life sciences are being actively encouraged, with the United States presenting
significant opportunities for investors and companies.
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CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES IN MEDTECH,
INNOVATION, AND
DIGITAL HEALTH
Sharon Lamb and Stephen Bernstein

accurate drug dosage and use of medicines, and, in
direct contrast with other sectors, reduced, rather than
increased, service usage.
PRIVACY AND REGULATORY HURDLES

One of the most obvious challenges inherent in digital
health is data privacy and security. Stemming from that
are issues relating to control of the data, the right to use
it, and ownership of the analysis. The most successful
companies are those that, from the very beginning,
understand the regulatory landscape in which they are
operating; are transparent in terms of where their data
comes from; make clear the type of data at issue, be that
identifiable, pseudonymised, anonymised, or something
in between; and identify who will control what data in
what form. The ability to marry up these factors is a key
part of any new entrant’s value proposition.
The most effective way to address the regulatory
hurdle is for companies and innovators to work with
stakeholders, both consumers and regulators, rather
than waiting for them to drive new and unnecessarily
burdensome rules reactively.
In the United Kingdom, these collaborations have been
enhanced by national support through the NHSX,
which is a recently formed programme team supported
by the Department of Health and Social Care, NHS
England and NHS Digital. NHSX was created partly in
recognition of the developing technology and policy
framework. It aims to set standards, and drive policy
and implementation collaboratively.

A recent McDermott round table
on European health private equity
generated key insights into the future
of medtech, digital health, and data
analytics, and identified opportunities
for companies and investors.
Digital health solutions are widely considered to be the
next big growth market. Healthcare lags significantly
behind other industries when it comes to digitisation,
but the potential opportunities are driving developers,
healthcare providers, and investors to find solutions.
PATIENT CARE

A key point to bear in mind about healthcare
technology is that success and adoption may often be
measured by the quality of the users’ experience,

the resulting clinical outcomes, short and long term
cost savings, and the resulting margin for both
investors and the health care system at large. These
multi-faceted goals are best illustrated by the demands
for i) greater efficiency, and ii) better patient outcomes.
Efficiency is typified by, for example, streamlined
bookings and appointment reminders, algorithms
that triage patients to ensure they are seen by the
right person at the right time, and in-home patient
monitoring after patients are discharged. Patient takeup is also an excellent gauge of efficiency, for example,
a high tech product that measures and reports blood
sugar is of no value if the interface is too complicated
for an older population.
Better outcomes result from clinicians gathering
and using data to determine the right treatment
in the fastest possible time, and are demonstrated,
for example, by permanent lifestyle changes,
improvements in self-care or care outside hospital,

Whilst the ambitions of NHSX are yet to be recognised
in practice, it is useful that a collaborative approach
is being adopted at a national level, which may
bring cohesion to what may sometimes be seen as a
fragmented market.
SCALE AND PAYMENT

The US market for healthcare is vast, and growing
quickly since the FDA signaled greater flexibility
relative to certain digital technologies evaluated on
a risk continuum. Although states may have slightly
different regulations and insurers don’t always agree
on what costs they will reimburse, the differences are
small enough that a healthcare provider can hope to see
a return on new technology and tools rolled out across
this US$25 billion market.
This is particularly true if the technology doesn’t
involve any risk of physical harm, and can ultimately
be used to facilitate greater patient access to care,
produce better data that naturally funnels through

to physicians’ work flow, and reduces cost, or some
combination of these goals. Managing technological
development and building a roll-out strategy that works
across jurisdictions, even in the United States, can be
difficult, but the barriers to doing so are beginning to
break down in a positive way.
In Europe, the market is slightly different. Although
all digital health tools that fall within the meaning
of a “medical device” are regulated by European
medical device regulation, there are markedly different
approaches taken by different European countries,
particularly in terms of rules governing doctors,
remote care, and reimbursement.

There are common factors that
indicate the likelihood of success.
In practice, this means that any developer or investor
in digital health technologies must both understand
the Europe-wide standards and be sensitive to the local
regulation and market approach in each country.
Some developers have spotted opportunities in
developing countries, where there is significant
demand for technology that enables deprived
populations to have access to care. This is particularly
relevant in countries where capital investment in
bricks and mortar health services is difficult to obtain,
but where population groups may already have good
access to mobile phones and digital technology. These
markets are typically less regulated and governments
may encourage investments more openly than in other
highly regulated environments.
Whilst there are clearly benefits for developers in terms
of achieving scale and testing digital services, some
commentators have raised questions about whether the
rights of data subjects and patients are protected in the
same way as they would be in developed countries.
One of the most exciting and accessible markets in
Europe is now Germany, which is following the lead of
the United States in allowing more flexibility for health
app use. The Digitale-Versorgung-Gesetz (Digital Care
Act), will allow health insurance funds to reimburse
patients for health apps prescribed by their doctors.
To be approved for prescription, the app will be tested
for data security, data protection, and functionality by
the German Federal Institute for Drugs and Medical
Devices (BfArM).
CONTINUED
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COMMON GROUND

Although international markets may have slightly
different regulatory approaches, there are common
factors that indicate the likelihood of success,
regardless of the country in which the technology is
deployed. These common factors include

•
•

•

•

 alue to patients: as with all technology, the success
V
and take-up will depend on users intuitively
understanding the value that the solution brings to
their care.
 echnology that is genuinely complementary and
T
understands the clinical experience and pathway:
there is a fine balance between technology that
is helpful (real-time diagnostic reports), and
technology that just adds to the clinician’s burden
(endless pop-ups).
 ensitivity and understanding of regulatory and
S
policy developments: users and health systems want
confidence that developers and investments have
built their tools in ways that actively anticipate the
law and regulation, and respect constraints around
patient privacy.
 good cultural fit with the organisation adopting
A
and using the technology.
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There is also a growing question of the extent to which
health systems that provide valuable data for the
development of health technology should share in the
financial benefits of any successful product. This topic
is discussed internationally but is particularly relevant
where health data has been generated in a publicly or
non-profit funded system.

One of the most exciting and
accessible markets in Europe is
now Germany.
A MATURING MARKET

Digital health tools are maturing to meet the efficiency
and patient outcome needs of the sector, but more work
is needed and the market is still wide open for the right
players with the right approach.
The most successful companies will be those who work
with advisors who know their way around the sector’s
global regulatory landscape, can identify solutions
to the challenges presented by data, and are deeply
familiar with the needs and priorities of the health
sector’s major players across the world.
The following industry leaders took part in the Medtech,
Innovation, and Digital Health round table discussion at
McDermott's 2019 European Healthcare Private Equity
Leadership Forum: Junaid Bajwa, Executive Director
Healthcare Services, MSD Merck; Stephen Bernstein, Partner,
McDermott; Jessica Eisenhaure, Senior Vice President and
General Counsel, Corrona LLC; Brendan Farmer, UK &
Europe Managing Director, Health Catalyst; Anna King,
Commercial Director, Digital Health London; Sharon Lamb,
Partner, McDermott; Michael Ruoff, Operating Partner,
ThinkHealthVentures.
SHARON LAMB
Partner
London
slamb@mwe.com

STEPHEN BERNSTEIN
Partner
Boston
sbernstein@mwe.com

CHINESE OUTBOUND
INVESTMENTS: THE SELLER’S
PERSPECTIVE
Dr. Nikolaus von Jacobs and Ding Han

Generally, an outbound investment
by a Chinese enterprise must be
approved by the competent national
authorities or their local bodies before
it can be closed.

The primary authorities that investors must notify are
the National Development and Reform Commission
(NDRC), the Ministry of Commerce of the People’s
Republic of China (MOFCOM), and the State
Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE).
THE NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND REFORM
COMMISSION

The current NDRC regulatory framework for outbound
investments is mainly a “record filing system”, which
means that only a simplified consent is necessary.
Definitive approval is only required in exceptional
cases and is granted after an in-depth review. The
NDRC reviews outbound investments to assess, for

example, whether the investment target helps to foster
the Chinese economy as laid down in the “Chinese
2025” plan and the “belt and road” initiatives.
The regulatory framework applicable to Chinese
outbound investments was substantially amended
by the Measures for the Administration of Overseas
Investment of Enterprises, which have the overall aim
of encouraging outbound investments.
Two major changes relevant to private equity sellers
were introduced by the Measures when they came into
effect last year.
1: Removal of the Requirement for a Project
Information Report to be Submitted Before a Binding
Offer Can be Made

Prior to the Measures, in M&A or bidding projects
where the investment by the Chinese investor
amounted to US$300 million or more, the Chinese
investor was required to submit an additional project
information report to the NDRC before starting any
substantive work, such as signing a binding agreement
or the proposal of a binding offer.
CONTINUED
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In cases where there were several Chinese investors
bidding for a project valued at US$300 million or more,
the investors had to wait for pre-approval in the form of
a conﬁrmation letter before submitting a binding offer,
and only one investor could be sent this letter.

Two major changes relevant
to private equity sellers were
introduced by the Measures.
Since the Measures came into effect, this requirement
has become obsolete. Instead, in auction processes
with a transaction value of more than US$300
million, Chinese investors no longer have to wait for
a confirmation letter before submitting a binding
offer, and more than one Chinese investor can submit
a binding offer, giving the seller the opportunity to
choose its preferred bidder amongst several Chinese
investors. This is obviously a huge improvement from a
price competition perspective.

FOCUS ON PRIVATE EQUITY

2: Moving the Requirement to Get Approval or a Filing
Notice from Pre-Signing to Pre-Closing
Prior to the Measures, obtaining a record ﬁling
notice letter was a signing condition for outbound
investments. A Chinese investor could not sign the
sales and purchase agreement on the outbound
investment before ﬁling the transaction and receiving
the relevant record ﬁling notice letter.

Under the Measures, Chinese investors now only need
to obtain the record ﬁling notice letter before closing.
This change should speed up the signing process when
dealing with Chinese investors, aligning the regulatory
process in China with the standard European and US
closing requirements of obtaining merger clearance
and clearance for foreign investment control.
Although parties may now reach signing somewhat
quicker, transaction security may have decreased. As
a result, it is advisable for the seller to consult with
a experienced advisor early in the process to assess
potential closing obstacles.
THE MINISTRY OF COMMERCE OF THE PEOPLE’S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA

The MOFCOM regulatory framework for outbound
investments is also mainly a “record filing” system.
The purpose of any review undertaken by MOFCOM
is primarily to assess if the establishment of overseas
entities is carried out in compliance with the
procedures applicable to outbound investments.
The application documents required for the record
filing with NDRC and MOFCOM are quite similar.
After both the NDRC and MOFCOM record filings
have been completed, the investor must contact SAFEqualified banks for foreign exchange registration and
fund remittance.
THE STATE ADMINISTRATION OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE
The regulatory framework for outbound investments
provides that SAFE-qualified banks in China deal
directly with the foreign exchange registration of
outbound investment and remitting outbound funds,
while SAFE indirectly supervises these activities.
However, since a rule change in November 2016, any
foreign exchange registration and remittance with an
overseas fund transfer of over US$500 million requires
permission from SAFE before it can be dealt with by
qualified banks. In addition, the local SAFE authority
now interviews the relevant Chinese investors to assess
the authenticity and compliance of the outbound
investment target.

w
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SAFE has moved to centre stage from its previous
indirect supervision function since the capital control
measures were intensified in 2016.
STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISES AND LISTED COMPANIES

There are specific regulatory requirements that apply to
State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) and listed companies,
which are the two main players in the outbound
investment market.
The State-Owned Assets Supervision and Administration
Commission of the State Council (SASAC)
Under the SASAC Rules, a central SOE, or its
subsidiary, that intends to purchase or merge with an
overseas listed company or to otherwise make any
major overseas investments, must report the intended
transaction to the SASAC for filing or approval. This
must be completed before starting the record filing or
approval process with the NDRC.

The SASAC has released a list of industry categories in
which SOEs are not allowed to invest. It is also worth
noting that SOEs must not invest in businesses outside
their sector.
The China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC)
and Stock Exchanges

CSRC approval is only required for an overseas
investment by a Chinese-listed company if the
outbound investment constitutes a “material asset
restructuring” of the listed company. Cash transactions
that do not constitute a material asset restructuring of
listed companies account for the majority of outbound
investment for Chinese-listed companies.

Under the relevant rules of the Shanghai and Shenzhen
Stock Exchanges, if a listed company purchases
assets that fulfil criteria requiring a disclosure of the
transaction, either a board meeting or a shareholders’
meeting must be held to review and approve the
intended transaction.

Transaction security may have
decreased.
In this situation, an announcement must be released
in a timely manner, briefly describing the basic
conditions of the transaction, with information on the
deal structure, the counterparty, the target, the main
terms of the transaction agreement, the purpose of the
acquisition, and the impact on the company. Listed
companies generally do not need to suspend trading or
accept exchange inquiries.
DR. NIKOLAUS VON JACOBS
Partner
Munich
njacobs@mwe.com

DING HAN
Foreign Counsel
Munich
dhan@mwe.com
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TRENDS, OPPORTUNITIES,
AND DRIVERS IN EARLY-STAGE
LIFE SCIENCES INVESTING
Byron S. Kalogerou

New tools, diagnostics, and devices are reshaping the
way patients receive treatment across the spectrum of
care. These breakthroughs are accelerating discovery
and creating a better understanding of the mechanism
of action which, in turn gives better insight into clinical
outcomes and investors a more predictable return.
Particularly ripe subsectors for investment as indicated
by performance and regulatory attention include AI,
ML, and medical devices.
From diagnosing tumours to matching patients to
clinical trials, the staggering amount of data collected
in the life sciences space presents numerous use cases
for AI and ML. While implementation challenges
remain, a recent FDA white paper to develop a
framework for regulating AI products, along with two
AI-based devices approved by the FDA in 2018, are
promising for investors and developers alike. Investors
and analysts have taken note, with AI in the space
valued at US$902.1 million for the period 2019 to 2024.
Funding for medical devices continues to increase.
The FDA’s Breakthrough Device Program is one
example of the supportive regulatory environment and
a contributing factor to the funding increases seen in
this subsector.

Despite trade wars and economic shifts
in China and the European Union,
early-stage investing in life sciences,
particularly in the biotechnology and
medical device sectors, remains strong
and presents myriad opportunities for
the prepared.
Significant funding continues to roll into the life
sciences sector, driven by legacy venture capital (VC)
funds bringing in new money, new players that are outraising their fund targets, and active corporate venture
capital players.
The confluence of funding and an innovation-friendly
regulatory environment provide early-stage life
sciences companies with ample opportunity to bring
their solutions to market. There are a number of
factors driving opportunity in this space, and genuine
opportunities for companies to position themselves as
attractive partners.

GETTING INNOVATION TO MARKET AND
SUBSECTORS TO WATCH

Recent actions by the US Congress and the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) have demonstrated
regulatory support for innovative life sciences
solutions. Numerous programmes, including the
FDA’s Breakthrough Designation Program for medical
devices, and the Digital Health Precertification
Program, have allowed companies to communicate
with regulators early in the approval process and bring
products to market more rapidly, while maintaining
patient safety.
These programmes, which require fewer data
submissions at the outset in exchange for increased
post-market study and surveillance obligations, can
allow companies with smaller budgets to get to
market earlier.
Coinciding with the shift in focus from treatment
to cure, and from status quo to innovation, the first
generation of gene cell therapies has arrived, along
with a new wave of digital health applications using
artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML).

TRANSFORMATION-DRIVEN PARTNERSHIPS:
EVALUATING AND ATTRACTING TARGETS

Within this dynamic landscape, early-stage life
sciences companies and investors are forming mutually
profitable and often novel partnerships to bring
transformative products to market faster and more
efficiently. When evaluating targets, investors often
look for the following elements:

•
•

•

I nnovation and unmet need. Novel products,
therapies, or approaches addressing an unmet need
in the market are prime candidates for investment.

•

 alue-added opportunities. Investors seek
V
targets that present compelling and quantifiable
propositions to drive significant costs out of the
healthcare system while improving health outcomes.
Investors are not seeking opportunities for marginal
savings, but rather transformative, “move the
needle”, innovation.

US investors are looking for
products that can enter
multiple markets.
To set the stage for an effective investment partnership,
life sciences companies should reach out early and
often to potential investors. Attending industry and
well-orchestrated partnering events like Life Science
Nation’s Redefining Early Stage Investments series
are great opportunities to connect and develop
relationships with a host of potential investors.
Investors don’t just invest in a product, they invest in
a team, so face-to-face interaction can lay valuable
groundwork for a potential partnership. Curating those
contacts through lawyers, accountants, and bankers
can reap dividends over time.
In addition to evaluating whether or not a partnership
is a good fit from a leadership and culture perspective,
investors will often consider the following questions
when evaluating a potential target. Being prepared to
respond to these points and to set out the commercial
goals for the partnership sets the stage for a much more
fruitful conversation with a potential investor.

 e right team. It is often easier to find good
Th
technology than good managers, say some investors.
A life sciences company with a well-run team
and strong leadership in place makes for a more
attractive investment partner. Effective leaders who
can clearly articulate the path to commercialisation
and the cost of doing so will attract investment.
 ross-border application. More than ever,
C
US investors are looking for products that can
enter multiple markets, including Europe and Asia,
because an expanded geographic approach can
increase returns. Devices and other products that
have application in China’s burgeoning market are
a particularly hot focus for investors.
CONTINUED
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What is the regulatory risk?

Investors are increasingly conditioning funding on
regulatory milestones. What will it take to get the
company through the next regulatory milestones in
all relevant jurisdictions? Will the device or product to
be approved globally at the same time, or will there be
regulatory lag? What level of investment will it take to
get the product into a clinic and generate the necessary
clinical data?

Life sciences companies should
reach out early and often to
potential investors.
What is the reimbursement pathway?

With approvals completed, revenue can only be
achieved by executing a reimbursement strategy
that addresses coverage, coding, and payment.
After satisfying investors on the ability to secure
coverage determination and coding, investors will
focus on the pricing of a product to assess the
sales potential.

FOCUS ON PRIVATE EQUITY

Does the company have a clear point it is trying
to reach?

If the company can’t articulate a specific, discrete
strategy for how it will use the funding to develop or
commercialise the product, investors may pass on
the opportunity.
What is the competitive landscape?

How big is the market opportunity? This evaluation
should take into account not just the general consumer
or patient pool, but also specific practicalities,
including the number of patients willing to pay a given
price for the product, or the treatment paradigms that
come into play. Who are the other players in the space
and where are they on the road to commercialisation?
What are the salient differences between one product
and the competition?
What is the exit opportunity?

It makes sense for early-stage clients to “begin with
the end in mind.” Investors want to hear a clearly
articulated vision of the exit. Is the company seeking to
access the capital markets in an initial public offering,
looking for an exit through an acquisition, or seeking to
out-license the technology? In the case of an M&A exit
or an out-license, companies should identify potential
suitors and the reasons why those potential buyers will
find the company to be a strategic fit.
Changing economic and political environments aside,
the life sciences market presents exciting opportunities
for early-stage life sciences companies and the
investors who believe and invest in them. Companies
with defined strategic goals, an innovative product
addressing unmet need with a compelling value
proposition, effective leadership and, above all, an exit
strategy that enables investors to achieve returns they
demand, can position themselves to attract the right
investors to bring their solutions to market.

BYRON KALOGEROU
Partner
Boston
bkalogerou@mwe.com

CFIUS REVIEWS EXPANDED TO
CERTAIN NON-CONTROLLING
AND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS
David Levine, Raymond Paretzky, Sam Everett Dewey

The US Treasury Department has
issued proposed regulations that
would “comprehensively” implement
FIRRMA, to broaden the jurisdiction
of CFIUS.

On 17 September 2019, the US Treasury Department
issued proposed regulations to implement the
Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Actof
2018 (FIRRMA). FIRRMA broadened the jurisdiction
of the Committee on Foreign Investment in the
United States (CFIUS) to include certain foreign noncontrolling investments and real estate transactions.
CFIUS reviews foreign investments in the United States
to determine their impact on US national security,
and a CFIUS review of any transaction may result
in the transaction being cleared to proceed without
revision, cleared to proceed with mitigating measures,
or blocked on account of unresolved national
security issues.

The new rules, which would provide important
clarity and predictability for the business community
concerning how CFIUS will treat foreign investment
transactions, can be accessed here; CFIUS guidance on
the proposed rules can be accessed here and here.
RULES FOR “COVERED INVESTMENTS” AND
“COVERED TRANSACTIONS”

Prior to FIRRMA, CFIUS had authority to review
controlling investments (primarily acquisitions)
in US businesses by foreign persons (known as
“covered transactions”). FIRRMA expanded CFIUS’s
jurisdiction to authorise reviews of certain noncontrolling investments by foreign persons in a US
business if the investment affords the foreign person

•
•
•

Access to material, nonpublic technical information
 embership, observer, or nomination rights for the
M
board of directors or equivalent, or
I nvolvement in substantive decision-making
regarding

•

 se, development, acquisition, safekeeping,
U
or release of “sensitive personal data” of
US citizens
CONTINUED
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•
•

 se, development, acquisition, or release of
U
“critical technologies”, or
 anagement, operation, manufacture, or supply
M
of “critical infrastructure”; and if the
US business is one that

•
•
•

 roduces, designs, tests, manufactures,
P
fabricates or develops one or more “critical
technologies”
 wns, operates, manufactures, supplies or
O
services “critical infrastructure”, or
 aintains or collects “sensitive personal
M
data” of US citizens that may be exploited
in a manner that threatens US national
security.

FOCUS ON PRIVATE EQUITY

The first of two sets of proposed new rules would
provide a clearer definition of these “critical” and
“sensitive” terms. The rules would name a noncontrolling investment subject to CFIUS jurisdiction
a “covered investment,” rename a foreign controlling
investment in a US business a “covered control
transaction”, and retain the old term “covered
transaction” to cover both, plus any transaction
intended to evade the law.
CFIUS reviews of most covered investments would
continue to be triggered by parties voluntarily
notifying CFIUS of the transaction through either
a full notice or a short-form “declaration”. The rules
would make declarations mandatory for certain
covered transactions where a foreign government
has a “substantial interest”, or where the US business
involves critical technologies. Treasury has already
established a pilot programme mandating declarations
or notices for this second category of covered
investments.
The rules would create an exception from “covered
investments” (but not from “covered control
transactions”) for foreign persons that qualify as
“excepted investors”, i.e., investors tied to a country that
CFIUS determines to be an “excepted foreign state”
based on that country’s maintenance and compliance
with certain laws and practices in furtherance of
national security protection.
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RULES FOR CERTAIN REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS

A second set of proposed rules would subject to CFIUS
jurisdiction the lease by, or concession to, a foreign
person, of private or public real estate that

•
•
•
•

I s located within, or will function as, part of an air
or maritime port
I s in “close proximity” to, i.e., within one mile of,
a US military installation or other sensitive US
government property
 ould provide the foreign person with the ability
C
to collect intelligence on activities at such US
government property, or
 ould expose national security activities at such US
C
government property to foreign surveillance risk.

The rules would create exceptions from coverage for
foreign “excepted real estate investors” who have
requisite ties to certain countries that CFIUS identifies
as “excepted real estate foreign states,” and are found
to comply with certain national security-related laws
of those countries. Real estate transactions for single
housing units, real estate in an “urbanized area”, and
office space in multi-unit commercial office buildings,
are excepted from the scope of coverage.

The new rules… would
provide important clarity
and predictability

CONSIDERATIONS FOR PARTIES TO COVERED
TRANSACTIONS AND COVERED REAL ESTATE
TRANSACTIONS

FIRRMA leaves a wide range of discretion for CFIUS.
Those contemplating transactions involving foreign
investment in the United States should carefully consider
the scope of the new CFIUS rules, in conjunction with
the political and practical dimensions of US national
security concerns, to determine if and/or how the new
rules may apply.
For now, CFIUS will continue its pilot programme
mandating notification and CFIUS reviews for certain
covered transactions involving US businesses with
critical technologies in one of 27 specified industries
(see McDermott’s On the Subject on the CFIUS
Pilot Program).
A longer version of this article can be found here.
DAVID LEVINE
Counsel
Washington, DC
dlevine@mwe.com

RAYMOND PARETZKY
Partner
Washington, DC
rparetzky@mwe.com

SAM EVERETT DEWEY
Counsel
Washington, DC
sdewey@mwe.com
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THE RISE OF DIGITAL
SERVICES TAXES

James Ross, Andrea Tempestini, Antoine Vergnat, Alessio Persiani,
Romain Desmonts, and Sarah Gabbai

IDENTIFYING TAXABLE REVENUES AND SERVICES

In France, each company belonging to a group that
derives gross revenues from digital services exceeding
€750 million on a worldwide basis, and €25 million
in France, is subject to French DST at a rate of 3 per
cent. French DST is assessed at the company level only,
based on gross revenues derived from digital services
deemed to be provided in France during the previous
calendar year. This is calculated as the gross revenues
derived from taxable digital services, multiplied by the
proportion of French users over the total number of
users of the taxable digital services.
As it currently stands, the Italian DST would apply to
Italian resident and non-resident companies that, at
the individual or group level, earned during a calendar
year a total amount of worldwide revenues of over
€750 million, and an amount of revenues derived from
digital services provided in Italy of over €5.5 million.

Governments are starting to catch up
with online businesses. Multinational
businesses providing online advertising
services, selling consumer data, or
running online intermediary platforms,
should prepare for the imminent arrival
of digital services taxes (DSTs) on
revenues from digital activities.
Having failed to reach an EU-wide unanimous
consensus on an earlier EU Commission proposal
for a DST Directive, certain EU countries, including
Austria, the Czech Republic, France, Italy, Spain,
and the United Kingdom, decided to go it alone and
introduce DSTs unilaterally into their own national tax
systems. These decisions were driven primarily by a
perception that larger multinationals, many of which
have highly digitalised operations, are not paying their
“fair share” of taxes globally. In addition, a growing
consensus has emerged in recent months that “market
jurisdictions” should have the right to tax, because

those markets—namely, the countries where the users
and consumers are based—ultimately create value for
online businesses.
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) takes a neutral view on the use of
DSTs by its members, in that it neither recommends nor
discourages them. According to the OECD, member
countries that do decide to adopt a DST should

•
•
•
•

Comply with international obligations
Ensure the DST is temporary and narrowly targeted
 inimise over-taxation, cost, complexity, and
M
compliance burdens
 nsure the DST has a minimal adverse impact on
E
small businesses.

The French DST is already in force. The Italian DST is in
draft form, with the government intending for it to enter
into force in January 2020, while other DST regimes,
including that of the United Kingdom, are expected to
come into force some time during 2020. None of these
national rules seem to have complied with the OECD
guidelines, and there are several practical challenges for
businesses that are common across all three regimes.

Only groups with annual worldwide revenues above
£500 million and UK revenues above £25 million
would be affected by the UK DST, with the first
£25 million of UK revenues being exempt. The UK
DST would be calculated on a group-wide basis and
apportioned pro rata to each group member. Groups
with low operating margins may opt for a “safe
harbour” alternative DST calculation, based on the
group’s operating margin.
IDENTIFYING TAXABLE SERVICES

The taxable services that fall within the scope of the
French, Italian, and UK DSTs are broadly similar
and include

•
•
•
•

The provision of a social media platform
Search engines
Any online marketplace
 nline advertising business, including those that
O
use or sell individual users’ data.

It is noteworthy that digital platforms for the provision
of payment services, communication services,
crowdfunding services, or digital content, as well as
self-operated digital platforms for the direct sale of
goods and services, are specifically beyond the scope of
the French and UK DSTs.
The issues that arise are also broadly similar. There are
likely to be conflicts regarding dual-purpose platforms,
i.e., those that include both taxable and exempt digital
services. The fact that the lists are not exhaustive and
that the DSTs will apply to all revenues received in

connection with a relevant DST activity means that
affected businesses will need to analyse the nature of
the revenue streams and the activities from which they
are generated, and each case will turn on its own facts.
This will entail a substantial administrative burden for
affected businesses, as well as a lack of certainty over
potential DST filing obligations.

None of these national rules
seem to have complied with the
OECD guidelines.
IDENTIFYING USERS

Both France and Italy consider the location of users
to be based on the location of the electronic device
when the user accesses the digital services. The United
Kingdom intends to determine that someone is a UK
user if, it is reasonable to assume, they are normally
located or established in the United Kingdom.
France and Italy will use IP addresses, wi-fi
connections, GPS data, etc., plus reference to that
user’s personal data and place of residence; while the
UK plans to extrapolate user location from data such
as delivery addresses, payment details, IP addresses,
contractual evidence, or the address of properties for
rent or location of goods for sale.
There are many problems with these approaches. At
the most basic level, different data sources can provide
conflicting evidence of a user’s location, and IP
addresses can easily be manipulated. Businesses will
therefore need to come to a reasonable, evidence-based
conclusion on the likelihood of that user’s location,
further adding to their administrative burden and
broadening the scope to make a mistake. The use of
personal data and place of residence are also likely to
trigger data protection issues under the EU General
Data Protection Regulations.
POTENTIAL DOUBLE TAXATION AND
REIMBURSEMENTS

There is a risk of double taxation if another jurisdiction
imposes a DST on the same revenues, for example as
a result of inconsistencies between one set of national
rules and those of another jurisdiction regarding user
location or taxing rights. DST is, however, generally
deductible for corporate income tax purposes.
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GLOBAL DIGITAL SERVICES TAXES

France’s President Macron stated at the 2019 G7 that
any excess of French DST over the new international
DST being brokered by the OECD would be refunded.
He did not, unfortunately, give much detail as to how,
and under what limitations, this refund will take place.
The Italian draft DST provisions do not include any
specific rule on this aspect and, although they seem
to propose a sunset clause, according to which the
Italian DST is automatically repealed when the new
OECD-agreed corporate income tax enters into force,
there does not appear to be scope for a retroactive
reimbursement of the difference (if any) between the
Italian DST and a future corporate income tax.

There is a risk of double taxation
if another jurisdiction imposes
a DST on the same revenues.
The draft UK DST rules disregard 50 per cent of UK
revenues from cross-border transactions between a
buyer and a seller through an online marketplace where
the non-UK party is in another DST jurisdiction. But
this does not fully resolve the issue of potential double
taxation if the other jurisdiction imposes a DST on
the same revenues, for example due to inconsistencies
between the UK national rules and those of the other
DST jurisdiction regarding user location and/or
taxing rights.
The UK DST will also not be creditable against either
corporation tax, income tax under the Offshore
Receipts in respect of Intangible Property regime,
or diverted profits tax, although it should generally
be deductible for corporation tax purposes as a
trading expense. Unlike France or Italy, neither the
draft legislation nor HMRC guidance mentions the
possibility of a retroactive reimbursement of the
UK DST once the OECD’s long-term solution for a
revised corporate income tax has been agreed and
implemented by member countries.
THE US RESPONSE

The US legislature takes a hostile view of DST proposals
generally, as evidenced by a recent investigation into
whether or not the French DST discriminates against
US businesses. This could lead to retaliatory US tariffs
being imposed on imports from France and punitive
US tax charges on French companies doing business in
the United States.
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Other DSTs, including those of the United Kingdom
and Italy, can probably expect similar responses from
the United States. UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson
has indicated his support in principle for a UK DST or
a similarly targeted tax. He has also indicated that the
structure of this tax would be on the table in any trade
negotiations with the United States, and the future
of the current draft Finance Bill hinges on the result
of the UK general election in December, so there is
currently very little certainty as to whether UK DST
will take effect at all.
For now, the best course of action for affected
businesses is to assume that all DSTs will take effect as
planned and prepare accordingly, notwithstanding any
current legislative or political uncertainty.
A longer version of this article can be found here.
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STOP! THE CMA HAS
JURISDICTION TO REVIEW
YOUR TRANSACTION
Joel Grosberg and Max Küttner

The UK Competition and Markets
Authority (CMA) is actively and
aggressively investigating mergers and
acquisitions pre- and post-closing,
including transactions that do not appear
to have a significant UK connection.

The past year has, therefore, seen the CMA open more
in-depth phase 2 investigations than the European
Commission, underlining its drive to thoroughly
investigate potential and somewhat novel antitrust
issues. MIC’s review and outreach accounts for
approximately 30 per cent of all deals reviewed by the
CMA (16 out of 56). It is worth noting that 38 per cent
of transactions even extended past the statutory eight
months review period.

Famous for its voluntary notification regime, in 2019
the CMA has focused on catching global transactions
that try to “fly under the radar”, which will, and has,
caused significant delays in closing global transactions
and delays to the companies integrating the businesses.

The CMA expects that its merger review case load
will at least double if the United Kingdom leaves the
European Union, and has therefore received additional
budget to enforce antitrust law (as opposed to
industrial policy) globally. There is no doubt that it will
utilise this increase in funds.

Although statistically the CMA is not reviewing
more transactions (approximately 63 a year since
its formation five years ago), through its Merger
Intelligence Committee (MIC) it actively scans over
600 transactions globally throughout the year, and
evaluates whether or not to assert jurisdiction over
these. The MIC evaluates transactions that other
regulators cannot, and allows the CMA to focus on
markets that are of political significance, particularly
digital and innovation-driven markets.

THRESHOLDS FOR CMA JURISDICTION

In the United Kingdom, unlike in the majority of
jurisdictions worldwide, filing a deal with the national
competition authority is voluntary. The CMA will,
however, investigate transactions, both pre- and
post-closing, that fall within its jurisdiction, thereby
creating potential risks, particularly for the buyer if the
transaction has already closed.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES TRANSACTIONS

One area where other EU antitrust regulators are
trying to catch-up with the CMA is in its review of
transactions concerning new technologies. The CMA
is actively asserting jurisdiction over transactions
that involve new technologies or sellers with limited
revenues but innovative products. In contrast, other
EU regulators have a more difficult time asserting
jurisdiction as a result of their focus purely on revenue
based filing thresholds or more rigid standards
for jurisdiction.

The test for the CMA’s jurisdiction is twofold: either
the target meets the revenues threshold of over £70
million in the United Kingdom, or £1 million where
the target is active in markets associated with national
security; or the parties meet the “share of supply”
threshold, which provides the CMA great flexibility.
The latter threshold requires the parties to assess
whether their combined share of supply exceeds 25
per cent in the United Kingdom or a substantial part
of it. The expansive definition of this threshold applied
by the CMA provides it with a broad scope to assert
jurisdiction and find that parties exceed the threshold.
The impact of MIC, the broad scope of the
jurisdictional thresholds, and the effects of a
CMA investigation were exemplified in 2019 by the
CMA asserting jurisdiction to review Farelogix’s
acquisition of Sabre and Roche’s acquisition of Spark,
despite the targets having a limited presence in
the United Kingdom.
Following an outreach by MIC, the CMA established
jurisdiction over the transaction because Farelogix
and Sabre’s combined wallet share of one customer
—British Airways—was sufficient to exceed the 25 per
cent threshold. As a result, Farelogix had to file the
transaction with the CMA more than seven months
after the deal was signed and announced.
DELAY, FINES AND UNCERTAINTY

If the parties decide not file with the CMA, but the
MIC learns of the transaction, the CMA can, and will,
issue an initial enforcement order (IEO), particularly
where the transaction has closed. The IEO typically
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requires the buyer to “hold separate” the target until
the CMA completes its review or unwinds pre-emptive
actions, plus it requires the submission of compliance
statements to the CMA. In the past three years, the
CMA has issued an IEO on between 30 and 50 per cent
of the deals it has reviewed annually.

One example is the CMA’s review of Illumina’s
proposed acquisition of Pacific Biosciences (PacBio),
a gene sequencing company. PacBio did not meet
the revenue filing threshold, but the CMA exercised
jurisdiction based on a narrow definition of DNA
sequencing systems and innovation concerns. This led
to the parties holding a combined share well in excess
of the share of supply.

Similarly, the CMA is also investigating acquisitions
of minority interests in technology companies.
For example, the CMA opened an investigation
into Amazon’s acquisition of a minority interest in
Deliveroo, an online food service provider.
As a result, of these factors, companies contemplating
a transaction with minimal revenues in and only
tangential connection to the United Kingdom need
to assess carefully whether to file with the CMA,
or risk the CMA affirmatively requesting a filing
after deal announcement or closing, which can create
significant delay and costs to the deal or post-closing
integration efforts.
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In July 2019, for example, the CMA imposed an IEO
preventing Salesforce from integrating its acquisition
of Tableau Software, even though the US and
German antitrust regulators had quickly cleared the
transaction. In order to remain compliant, Salesforce
had to negotiate several derogations to the IEO after it
closed the transaction until the IEO was revoked on 5
November 2019. An IEO will generally remain in place
until the CMA has reached a decision to either clear the
transaction or begin a phase 2 review.
The additional procedural and financial burden of
complying with the IEO adds further complexity to
dealings with the CMA. In 2019, the Authority issued
several decisions that fined parties for procedural noncompliance, including

•
•
•

 e appointment of a director at the target
Th
(£200,000 fine)

The CMA is also investigating
acquisitions of minority interests
in technology companies.

 e relocation of staff to the acquirer, use of the
Th
target’s assets, and failing to provide a compliance
statement on time (£146,000 fine)
The sale of the target’s assets (£120,000 fine).
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REVISED RULES PUSH THE
MILAN CHAMBER OF
ARBITRATION ON TO THE
INTERNATIONAL STAGE

The new CAM rules bridge the
gap between CAM and other
international institutions.

Lisa M. Richman, Stefano Mechelli, and Massimiliano Moruzzi

On 1 March 2019, the Milan Chamber
of Arbitration (CAM), the leading
Italian arbitration institution, issued
its revised Arbitration rules. These are
intended to provide for a more efficient
administration of arbitral proceedings.

As explained by the CAM, the new rules have been implemented
following a comparative analysis of the most relevant arbitration
rules of foreign arbitral institutions and are intended to align
the Milan Chamber with international standards. CAM has
accomplished this aim, particularly with respect to interim or
provisional measures, whether through an emergency arbitrator
or otherwise, and third-party funding.

INTERIM OR PROVISIONAL MEASURES AND
EMERGENCY ARBITRATOR

Although not all CAM arbitrations are seated in Italy, most
are, and will continue to be. It is therefore necessary to
take into consideration the Italian rules and regulations on
arbitration that apply where the seat is in Italy.
The general principle under Italian law is that “Arbitrators
can grant neither seizures nor any other urgent measures,
unless otherwise expressly provided by the law” (Article 818
of Italian Code of Civil Procedure). This provision therefore
denies arbitrators the power to order interim or provisional
measures, and exceptions are rare.

CAM’s old arbitration rules (issued in 2010) acknowledged
that the arbitral tribunal could “grant urgent and provisional
measures of protection, also of anticipatory nature, that
are not barred by mandatory provisions applicable to the
proceedings” The new rules go further; they provide for
an alternative contractual dispute resolution approach to
interim measures by expressly empowering the arbitral
tribunal to adopt “any provisional determination with binding
contractual effect on the parties” (Article 26 (2)), as long as the
parties agree. The emphasis is on the role of the arbitrators as
“private judges” and on the parties as capable of providing for
a contractual work-around to the Italian legislation.
New Article 26(3) also authorises the arbitral tribunal to
order security for costs “as a condition to” issuing the
interim relief. This provision brings CAM in line with
other international arbitral rules, such as the International
Chamber of Commerce (ICC), the Hong Kong International
Arbitration Centre (HKIAC), the Stockholm Chamber of
Commerce (SCC), the Singapore International Arbitration
Centre (SIAC) and the American Arbitration Association
(AAA). See Article 28(1) of the 2017 ICC Rules, Article 23(6)

of the 2018 HKIAC Rules, Article 25(1) of the 2014 LCIA
Rules, Article 37(2) of the 2017 SCC Rules, Article 30.1 of the
2016 SIAC Commercial Arbitration Rules and Rule 37(b) of
the 2013 AAA Rules.
Article 44 of the new rules introduces the option for an
“emergency arbitrator”. At the request of one of the parties
and prior to the constitution of the arbitral tribunal, CAM can
now appoint an emergency arbitrator, who is empowered to
decide on interim or provisional measures within 20 days or
less. An innovative feature of the new CAM rules is that the
emergency arbitrator is even empowered to act ex parte (Article
44 (4)) where “prior disclosure risks causing serious harm to
the applying party”, provided the emergency arbitrator also
schedules a hearing with all the parties within 10 days. At that
hearing, each party is given a reasonable opportunity to be
heard, and afterwards the emergency arbitrator will confirm,
revoke, or modify the interim measures.
With respect to both of these innovations, the new CAM
rules bridge the gap that opened up between CAM and
other international institutions, which have included broad
CONTINUED
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interim powers for arbitrators since the 1990s (Article 29 and
Appendix V of the 2012 ICC Rules, Schedule 4 of the 2013
HKIAC Rules, Article 9B of the 2014 LCIA Rules, Appendix
II of the 2010 SCC Rules, Schedule 1 of the 2010 SIAC Rules,
Rule O-1 and O-2 of the 2000 AAA Rules) and introduced
emergency arbitrator provisions in some instances more
than a decade ago (Article 29 and Appendix V of the 2012
ICC Rules, Schedule 4 of the 2013 HKIAC Rules, Article 9B
of the 2014 LCIA Rules, Appendix II of the 2010 SCC Rules,
Schedule 1 of the 2010 SIAC Rules, Rule O-1 and O-2 of the
2000 AAA Rules).
It is worth bearing in mind, however, that the enforceability
of interim measures issued by arbitrators, whether an
emergency arbitrator or otherwise, remains questionable in
Italy, as a domestic court order may be needed to enforce
the relief. This could cause difficulty if a party decides not to
comply with the arbitrators’ orders.
Changes to the parties’ obligations regarding their good
faith and fair conduct obligations may assist in this respect
(Article 9). This rule states that an arbitral tribunal “may
sanction any breach of its decisions and any unlawful
conduct that is contrary to good faith.” This provision brings
the CAM into line with international standards but goes
a bit further in explicitly authorising the tribunal to
issue sanctions.

ITALY ARBITRATION

THIRD-PARTY FUNDING (ARTICLE 43)

Article 43 of the new rules addresses the hot issue of thirdparty funding, a growing phenomenon in international
arbitration that has started to take root in Italy. More
and more parties to arbitrations, usually the claimant,
are entering into agreements with third parties, often
professional litigation/arbitration funders, to cover the
procedural fees and legal expenses associated with the
arbitration. In exchange, the funders receive a share of the
arbitration proceeds if there is a favorable outcome.
Even if the funder is not a party to the proceedings from a
strictly procedural point of view, its economic interest in the
arbitration brings with it a host of potential issues regarding
the impartiality and independence of the arbitral tribunal.
Given confidentiality rules and other privacy concerns, it has
become important to define the appropriate boundaries
of disclosure.
The changes to third-party funding disclosure in the new
CAM rules go further than nearly every arbitral institution.
The new rules require by default the disclosure of the
existence of funding and the identity of the funder, making
them similar to Article 44 of the 2018 HKIAC Rules, which
requires mandatory and unprompted disclosure of thirdparty funding. Other institutions have not gone this far to
date, although the SIAC in Article 24(l) of its Investment

Arbitration Rules gives the arbitral tribunal the express
power to order disclosure of the existence of the funding
or the identity of the funder.
Other notable arbitration institutions, e.g., the LCIA,
AAA, and the SCC, do not have any specific rules on
third-party funding, although some institutions, such as the
International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes
(ICSID), are actively considering them.

The changes to third-party
funding disclosure go further than
nearly every arbitral institution.
Requiring the disclosure of funding might prevent access
to an important source of funding and lead to unnecessary
disclosure or other problems. For example, it may create the
perception of conflicts without substantive justification, such
as when the relationship between the funder and arbitrator
consists solely of a funder having funded other arbitrations
decided with the participation of a same arbitrator. It also
runs the risk of creating market distortions and procedural
imbalances in relation to more traditional forms of financing,
such as insurance, or general financing that has specific
covenants relating to disputes, which at the moment escape
the disclosure requirements.
With these and the other innovations that the CAM has
introduced, the new CAM rules seek to not only provide
workarounds to blunt the impact of the Italian rules
and regulations but also to introduce some of the latest
innovations and best practices of other international arbitral
institutions. These changes may help to increase Italy’s
attractiveness as a seat for international arbitrations.
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CHINA

REGULATIONS

A very wide range of products
falls within the scope of the
regulation.

Subscribe

Products that are listed in the Exemption List should
comply with the specific restrictive limits indicated
in the List.

Private Equity

The hazardous substances contained in the electrical
and electronic products placed on the market should
be marked in either outer packaging or instruction
for use according to the requirements of relevant
industry standards.

INSIGHTS ON CHINA’S
ROHS REGULATIONS
James Jiang and Joyce Xie

All electrical and electronic products
that are produced, sold or imported
in mainland China must comply with
the Administrative Measures on the
Restricted Use of Hazardous Substances
in Electrical and Electronic Products
(China RoHS 2.0).
Compared with the previous version of the regulations,
China RoHS 2.0 expanded the product range to which
it applies, and added a range of substances considered
to be hazardous. These substances are all essential
to the operation of electronic and electrical product
manufacturers.
China RoHS 2.0 applies to equipment and supporting
products with a rated working voltage of no more than
1,500 volts for DC and no more than 1,000 volts for AC.
In practice, this means a very wide range of products
falls within the scope of the regulation, although items
imported for military and national security use are
outside the scope of RoHS 2.0.
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The PRC Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology has published the Management Catalogue
for Restricted Use of Hazardous Substances in
Electrical and Electronic Products (Catalogue) and the
Exemption List for Use of Restricted Substances in the
Management Catalog (Exemption List).
The substances considered hazardous are lead, mercury,
cadmium, hexavalent chromium, polybrominated
biphenyls, and polybrominated diphenyl ethers.
The Exemption List includes 39 applications that are
exempt from the restriction of hazardous substances

The Exemption List includes
39 exempt applications.
The hazardous substances contained in products that
are listed in the Catalogue should comply with the
restrictive limits of hazardous substances as provided
in the Chinese national standard (GBT 26572-2011
Requirements on concentration limits for certain restricted
substances in electrical and electronic products). If they don’t,
they are not allowed to be sold in China.

Electrical and electronic products that are not listed
in the Catalogue and Exemption List and contain
hazardous substances exceeding the limits under
relevant national standards, are allowed for sale in
China, but must comply with the marking requirements
under China RoHS 2.0.
If a product contains a hazardous substance, the
packaging must be marked with the Electronic
Information Products (EIP) logo and an Environment
Protection Use Period (EPUP) logo. The EPUP is the
length of time before a hazardous substance is likely
to leak from the product, causing harm to health or
the environment. This is demonstrated with a number,
representing how many years the item is “safe”, inside
an orange circle. Items that do not contain any of the
six hazardous substances, can be marked with
a green EPUP.
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